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ABSTRACT
We describe several advanced shape modeling
techniques
such
as
polygon-to-function
conversion, pattern dependent interpolation of
scattered data, and reconstruction from medial
axis. These techniques are applied to model
complex shapes for computer art works.
Procedural and interactive approaches to
synthetic carving are described. All introduced
techniques are united under the shapes
representation by real-valued functions.
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generates a function of three variables from the given
skeletal curve and inscribed sphere radius data. In Section
3, we describe synthetic carving based on the proposed
modeling techniques. Section 4 presents an example
including the described models.

2 MODELING TECHNIQUES
2.1 Polygon-to-function conversion
Let a two-dimensional simple polygon be defined by a finite
set of segments. The segments are the edges and their extremes
are the vertices of the polygon. A polygon is simple if there is no
pair of nonadjacent edges sharing a point and convex if its interior
is a convex set. We consider the problem of representation of
polygons by continuous real functions F(x,y) taking zero values at
polygon edges.

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to illustrate our approach to provide
complex shape modeling tools for computer art unified on
the basis of a model called the function representation (or
F-rep). This representation incorporates such different
geometric models as set-theoretic objects, voxel data, swept
objects, medial axis and skeleton based implicits [7,1,2]. In
fact, any object that is defined with an inequality f(x,y,z) ≥ 0
can be included in the model. In this paper, we describe
several advanced modeling techniques and illustrate
applications of them in computer-aided synthetic carving.
In the next Section, we describe algorithms of conversion
of different input data to continuous functions of two and
three variables. The polygon-to-function conversion and
pattern dependent interpolation generate functions of two
variables from input polygons and scattered scalar data
respectively. The reconstruction from medial axis transform

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1 A concave polygon (a) and a tree (b) representing its
monotone set-theoretic formula.
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The algorithm should satisfy the following requirements:
 It should provide exact polygon description as a zero
set of a real function;
 No points with zero function value should be inside or
outside a polygon;
It should allow processing a simple arbitrary polygon
without any additional information.
Rvachev [12] and Peterson [10] independently proposed
to represent a concave polygon by a set-theoretic formula
where each of the supporting half-planes appears exactly
once and no additional half-plane is used. This approach
does not generate any internal or external zeroes when
applying R-functions. The monotone formula for the
defining function of the polygon in Figure 1a results in the
tree structure shown in Figure 1b. To evaluate the defining
function value at the given point, the algorithm traces the
tree from the leaves to the root, evaluates defining functions
of half-planes and applies corresponding R-function to
them. The details of the algorithm are given in [8]. An
application of this algorithm is described in 3.2.

2.2 Pattern dependent interpolation
Another way to construct a function of two variables is a
pattern dependent scheme for interpolation of scattered data
with the help of a finite element method (FEM) [15]. It is
used for smooth approximation of scattered data for the
input image or any other scalar field. The method of
interpolation is based on the minimum-energy properties.
The input 2D data represent a set of man-made drawing
points with arbitrary coordinates (x,y) and a scalar value
assigned to each point, for instance, zero value for black
and 255 for white colors respectively. The straightforward
approach such as applying blurring operations cannot
provide enough smooth resulting data. We must stress that
the FEM approximation of scattered image points gives
some additional possibilities to control the result by using a
smoothness weight. The algorithm consists of the following
steps:
1) Generation of original scattered data.
2) Sorting the data. The presented technique thus far
assumed that the input image array is smaller than the
image array being generated.
3) Numerical assembly. This step provides calculating the
values of all elements of the FEM matrix according to the
logical structure.
4) Cholesky factorization. The problem of approximating
the data comes to the solution of the system of linear
algebraic equations: Ax = b, where A is a band matrix of
coefficients, x is a vector of unknown node values and b is a
vector of right parts.

5) Calculating the right part for the resulting linear
algebraic system, solving lower and upper triangular
matrices.
6) Linear interpolation for each output array pixel.
The measured processing time on the ordinary
workstation for the above mentioned steps is about one
second. Applications of this algorithm are given in Sections
3 and 4.

2.3 Reconstruction from medial axis
We describe here a case study of the analytical
reconstruction of an F-rep object from the medial axis
transformation. A one-dimensional skeleton consisting of
line segments is given in 3D space. For every point of the
skeleton the radius of the maximal inscribable sphere is
defined. The problem is to obtain a real function of three
variables defining the original object. Let the skeleton
consist of line segments with the variable sphere radius on
it. Then, for the object defined by j-th segment of the
skeleton with endpoints (x1j, y1j, z1j) and (x2j, y2j, z2j) we get
the description:
f1 j (x, y, z, t ) = R2j (t ) − ( x − x0 j (t )) 2 − ( y − y0 j (t )) 2 − ( z − z0 j (t )) 2

where x0j(t) = x1j + lxjt, y0j(t) = y1j + lyjt, z0j(t) = z1j + lzjt and
lxj = x2j - x1j, lyj = y2j - y1j, lzj = z2j - z1j. To eliminate t
variable, we have to find the maximal value of the function
f1j(x,y,z,t) for the given 3D point (x,y,z) [9]. Assuming the
linear function Rj(t) = R1j(1-t) + R2jt, it can be shown that
the following parameter value corresponds to the function
f1j maximum:

t0 j =

lxj ( x − x1 j ) + lyj ( y − y1 j ) + lzj ( z − z1 j ) − R1 j ( R2 j − R1 j )
lxj2 + lyj2 + lzj2 + ( R2 j − R1 j )2

Then, for the whole reconstructed 3D object the defining
function is
f2(x,y,z) = maxj(f1j(x,y,z,t0j)) .

3 SYNTHETIC CARVING
Designing complex three-dimensional shapes is one of
the challenging problems of computer art. Sculpting
techniques have become recently one of the central themes
in computer graphics literature [5,11]. Keskeys [5]
postulates that “a system which will allow the reshaping of
illusory computer material by carving into it, adding
material to it or modeling it would open new and exciting
creative opportunities”.
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3.1 Other works

3.2 Relief carving

We deal with computer-aided carving in two directions:
1) Definition of a shape by depth (2.5D) data with the
following projection on the basic model for carving.
Existing three-dimensional painting systems provide means
for the depth data preparation [16,6]. Generated depth data
can be used to appropriately elevate nodes of the polygonal
mesh to model the carved relief [3].
2) Local modifications of the basic model using a
modeled carving tool or chisel and set-theoretic operations.
This approach was implemented in the voxel-based
interactive modeling [4].

In the case of relief carving, we start from a 2D image
(line drawing or greyscale raster) and generate depth data.
Relief carving is modeled with the "offsetting along the
normal" operation where the offset value is defined by
generated depth data. The offsetting operation can be
applied to an arbitrary 3D object with the normal defined at
any surface point. For the functionally defined objects, the
offsetting along the normal is reformulated in terms of the
gradient of a defining function. We use here two above
mentioned procedures of depth data generation: polygon-tofunction conversion and pattern dependent interpolation.
A monotone set-theoretic expression with R-functions
serves for the conversion of a 2D polygon to a function of
two variables (see 2.1). Then, positive values of the
function inside the polygon are used as depth data (Fig. 2a).
Offsetting along the normal modulated by the depth data is
applied to an arbitrary solid model to carve the relief (Figs.
2 b-c). Note that the initial object in Fig.2c is reconstructed
from its medial axis as described in 2.3. This shows the
advantage of having all operations closed on the same
representation (F-rep).

We consider carving as human activity aimed to produce
new shapes by cutting or engraving initial shapes. There
are different types of carved shapes: relief carvings,
sculptures and engravings made with chisels. We propose
procedural models for relief carvings, and interactive tools
for carving with chisels.

(a)
Fig. 3 Relief carving with depth data generated by the pattern
dependent interpolation

Figure 3 shows relief carving with depth data generated
from a line drawing using the interpolation scheme
presented in 2.2. A line drawing was digitized on the grid
of 100x100 nodes and interpolated to the grid of 300x300
nodes. The obtained values in the grid nodes are used as
depth data to carve the image on the initial surface.

3.3 Interactive carving and chasing
(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 Relief carving:
a) depth data generated by the polygon-to-function conversion
procedure;
b) a reptile carved on a stone using offsetting along the normal
controlled by depth data.
(c) a reptile carved on an object reconstructed from medial axis.

Another artistic application of functionally based solid
modeling is interactive carving and chasing (see Figure 4).
The artist operates with virtual cutters and dies choosing
from the set of predefined shapes and sizes. If it is needed,
the custom made tools can be defined and used varying
geometric parameters of the cutter models. Doing this
synthetic carving and chasing, the artist acts in the same
way as he/she used to do it in the real world.
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Fig. 4. Interactive carving and chasing
Upper-left: Volumetric head is carved with the elliptical cutters of different size.
Upper-middle: Synthetic chasing is done with interactive ray tracing. Subtractions and additions of spherical cutters are used. The central
object is created by blending several hemispheres that simulates the real chasing when the relief is lift up from behind of the metal foil.
Upper-right: A sphere is cut with blending that simulates cutting followed by filing with sand paper. The result is unified with geometric
shapes.
Lower-left: Photo realistic ray tracing of the chasing model is done with POV-Ray. Copper texture is applied to simulate the metal
surface.
Lower-right: Carving on wooden board is done with elliptical cutters. Ray tracing is done with POV-Ray.

The artist places the virtual workpiece in front of him/her,
chooses the current tool, defines where and how to apply it,
and observes the result of the application. If the result is not
acceptable, the multilevel undo operation is available. The
program is implemented as a kind of interactive solid
modeling tool where cutters are subsequently subtracted
from and/or unified with another objects. Internally, all the
tools and the workpiece itself are defined functionally and
the final object is functionally defined as well. All the
operations are implemented as subtraction, union and
blending of solid objects. The final object can be
represented in the data structure as a binary tree where each
node is a set-theoretic operation and leaves are cutters.
For the visualization, an interactive ray tracing is used.
Assuming that a typical model may contain about 1000
solid objects subtracted and unified with the workpiece, the
ray tracing of it may take quite a long time since it assumes
function evaluation for each ray cast from the virtual
observer position towards the object through each pixel of

the visualization window. To accelerate this process, only
those parts which were affected by the most recent carving
or chasing are redrawn. To estimate the size of the area
affected and to detect which cutter instances are involved,
the bounding boxes for the cutters are defined in the data
structure for each leaf. The size of these boxes is equal to
the size of the cutters if simple subtraction or union is
applied and it is larger if union and subtraction with
blending are used. This method ensures reasonable
redrawing times of the affected areas not exceeding 0.5 sec
for complex models and thus provides both photo-realism
and interactivity. The final or interim model of the object
can be also saved in de-facto standard POV-Ray graphics
data format for further high quality ray tracing or for using
together with another models. We use an extension of
POV-Ray that allows us to visualize any object represented
with a real function [14,13].
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respectively. Because of the shapes and scene complexity,
ray tracing with extended POV-Ray took several hours on a
Silicon Graphics workstation.

5 CONCLUSION
We presented new techniques to model patterned lattices
and relief carvings on arbitrary surfaces. An interactive
system for carving with chisels was developed. All
described different tools of synthetic carving are unified on
the platform of the function representation. The authors
believe that this representation and the described carving
techniques will allow computer artists to discover a new
source of shapes and operations.
The current output of our modeling system is restricted by
halftone rendering and polygonization. The final model
output to rapid prototyping equipment is a subject of the
future work.
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